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they accrete material as they move about in a broader gravitational potential, gathering mass through competition with other dense regions in the same gravitationally bound region6 (the ‘competitive accretion’ picture)? Although neither hypothesis is amenable to definitive observational tests, the dendrogram method developed by Goodman et al. has the potential to answer this question and to identify the real conditions in which stars form. ■ Ralph E. Pudritz is in the Department of Physics and Astronomy, McMaster University, 1280 Main



Street West, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4M1, Canada. e-mail: [email protected] 1. Goodman, A. A. et al. Nature 457, 63–66 (2009). 2. Bate, M. R. Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. (in the press); preprint at http://arxiv.org/abs/0811.0163 (2008). 3. Motte, F., André, P. & Neri, R. Astron. Astrophys. 336, 150–172 (1998). 4. Johnstone, D. et al. Astrophys. J. 545, 327–339 (2000). 5. McKee, C. F. & Ostriker, E. C. Annu. Rev. Astron. Astrophys. 45, 565–687 (2007). 6. Bonnell, I. A. & Bate, M. R. Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 370, 488–494 (2006).



GAME THEORY



How to treat those of ill repute Bettina Rockenbach and Manfred Milinski A much-needed theoretical analysis deals with whether the principle known as ‘costly punishment’ helps to maintain cooperation in human society. It will prompt a fresh wave of experiments and theory. Human societies are built on cooperation, especially on reciprocation1 — I help you and you help me, or I help you and someone else helps me. In the first case, help is directly reciprocated by help. In the second, called indirect reciprocity, I gain a good reputation and so I can expect help when in need. But how shall I treat someone with a bad reputation? Shall I just refuse help or shall I punish this person at a cost to myself? Costly punishment can enhance cooperation 2,3 in experiments with human subjects, but potentially with no net benefit4: the costs of punishment usually, although not always5, neutralize gains from enhanced cooperation. On page 79 of this issue, Ohtsuki et al.6 describe a theoretical test of whether either refusing help to or punishing someone with a bad reputation might lead to a cooperative society. They conclude that, except under certain rare conditions, punishment does not produce that outcome. When you meet someone needing help, you can help (cooperate), refuse to help (defect) or not only refuse to help but, in addition, decrease the needy person’s wealth (punish). Both cooperation and punishment are costly for you, but respectively create a larger benefit or larger loss for the person needing help. Defection is cost neutral. How you behave depends on the reputation — good or bad — of the needy person, and depends upon your ‘action rule’. An example is ‘cooperate with someone with a good reputation and defect with someone with a bad reputation’ (CD). The reputation you yourself gain by applying your action rule depends on the social norm of your society. Under the norm ‘stern-judging’, for example, you gain a good reputation when cooperating with good or when defecting with bad, and a bad reputation



in all other cases. Thus CD always leads to a good reputation under stern-judging. Another action rule, CP, prescribes ‘cooperate with good and punish bad’. Under sternjudging, with CP you will achieve a good reputation when you interact with someone with a good reputation and a bad reputation when you interact with someone with a bad reputation. But under a different social norm, ‘shunning’ (cooperation with good or punishment of bad leads to a good reputation), CP will always provide you with a good reputation (Fig. 1). In their simplest model, Ohtsuki et al.6 assume that everybody has the same opinion of the reputation of another person or has the same level of fallibility in assigning an



incorrect reputation. For such a society, they test for each of the 64 different social norms (Fig. 1) whether an action rule exists that both generates a cooperative society and is evolutionarily stable — meaning one that resists replacement (invasion) by any of the other eight possible action rules (Fig. 1). Ohtsuki et al. find that the two action rules that induce cooperation and resist invasion are those described above — CD under sternjudging and CP under shunning. Nonetheless, the average pay-off is lower if the action rule uses costly punishment, while the stability conditions are less restrictive. However, which parameters determine which rule is most efficient in the sense of leading to the highest average pay-off at equilibrium? It turns out that a crucial one is the accuracy of assigning the correct reputation to everybody. If this accuracy is too low then only a DD action rule is efficient, under which nobody cooperates. If the accuracy is high enough, then CD can be efficient. For intermediate values of the accuracy, there is a small window in which CP can be efficient, as reflected in the title of the paper6: “Indirect reciprocity provides only a narrow margin of efficiency for costly punishment.” In a further step in their modelling, Ohtsuki et al.6 dropped the assumption that all good or bad reputations are publicly known, and allowed individual knowledge of reputations. They found that the stability of both CD and CP is lost when there is the smallest error in distinguishing between good and bad. When individuals start to communicate with each other and adjust their assessments of everybody’s reputation, the CP action rule can be stably maintained. Then, when reputations become even more publicly agreed upon through more efficient gossip, both CD and CP are stably maintained under their
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Figure 1 | Action rules, social norms and the story of Alice and Bob. Bob meets Alice and learns whether Alice has a good or a bad reputation. On the basis of that, Bob may either help (cooperate), refuse help (defect) or refuse help and, in addition, decrease Alice’s wealth (punish). How Bob reacts is specified in his action rule. Bob’s own reputation depends on how society’s social norm evaluates Bob’s reaction to Alice’s reputation. The social norm ‘stern-judging’ evaluates cooperation with good as good and punishment of bad as bad; the social norm ‘shunning’ evaluates cooperation with good as good and punishment of bad as good. Each social norm specifies which reputation to assign for each of the 6 possible scenarios (3 actions of Bob for 2 reputations of Alice). This leads to 26 = 64 social norms. © 2009 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved
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corresponding social norms. Experimental studies7 in indirect reciprocity have shown that gossip can indeed serve as a surrogate for direct observation. But it will take further empirical research to find out whether gossip is efficient enough to re-establish both CD and CP. The next question addressed by Ohtsuki et al. was which kind of society someone might prefer to live in. To this end, they simulated one society with CD under stern-judging and another with CP under shunning. When individuals can choose freely between them, the CD society — that with the higher expected pay-off — is preferred. Thus, the CP rule loses to CD when people can choose between societies with different norms. This last result can be compared with our own experimental work with human subjects8. We found that when individuals had the choice between a CD-only society and one with both CD and CP, they ultimately preferred the latter. Compared with a CP-only control, punishing acts were largely reduced in the CD plus CP society but were concentrated on the most uncooperative players, rendering



them more cooperative. Our experimental societies in which CD and CP coexisted were more efficient than those with only CP, suggesting that they have a more complex action rule: respond to good with cooperate, to bad with defect, and to very bad with punish. Such a possibility sets a challenge for theorists. Finally, given that Ohtsuki et al. show that the social norm of a society determines which action will prevail, another task is to uncover the social norms of real societies and analyse which action rule to expect. Ohtsuki et al. assume that all social norms are equally likely. However, the more information a norm requires in order to develop, the more susceptible it is to errors and the more costly is the information acquisition9. Such restrictions may challenge any social norm that otherwise dominates: for example, in an experimental study 10, the subjects had a majority social norm similar to shunning that was ‘low observation’ and ‘memory demanding’. Ultimately, study of the joint evolution of social norms and action rules under natural constraints is the goal for the future.



Ohtsuki et al. have prepared the ground for that endeavour. ■ Bettina Rockenbach is in the Department of Economics, University of Erfurt, Nordhäuser Straße 63, D-99089 Erfurt, Germany. Manfred Milinski is in the Department of Evolutionary Ecology, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Biology, August-Thienemann-Straße 2, D-24306 Plön, Germany. e-mails: [email protected]; [email protected] 1. Nowak, M. A. & Sigmund, K. Nature 437, 1291–1298 (2005). 2. Fehr, E. & Gächter, S. Nature 415, 137–140 (2002). 3. Gürerk, Ö., Irlenbusch, B. & Rockenbach, B. Science 312, 108–111 (2006). 4. Dreber, A., Rand, D. G., Fudenberg, D. & Nowak, M. A. Nature 452, 348–351 (2008). 5. Gächter, S., Renner, E. & Sefton, M. Science 322, 1510 (2008). 6. Ohtsuki, H., Iwasa, Y. & Nowak, M. A. Nature 457, 79–82 (2009). 7. Sommerfeld, R. D., Krambeck, H.-J., Semmann, D. & Milinski, M. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 104, 17435–17440 (2007). 8. Rockenbach, B. & Milinski, M. Nature 444, 718–723 (2006). 9. Brandt, H. & Sigmund, K. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 102, 2666–2670 (2005). 10. Milinski, M., Semmann, D., Bakker, T. C. M. & Krambeck, H.-J. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B 268, 2495–2501 (2001).



DARWIN 200



As Charles Darwin showed so convincingly, the fauna of islands provide excellent subjects for investigating evolution. The creature on the left, Anolis sagrei, is a case in point. Jonathan Losos and colleagues studied this lizard in experimental work, carried out in 2003, that involved the introduction of a predator of this species onto six islands in the Bahamas. Six other islands acted as controls. Losos and colleagues’ aim was 40



to test the hypothesis that, when organisms experience new environments, behavioural change prevents the operation of natural selection (they concluded that in this case it did not). Readers can find out for themselves what the authors did at www.nature.com/evolutiongems. The paper concerned is one of “Fifteen evolutionary gems: A resource for those wishing to spread awareness of evolution by natural



selection”, which from today will be available as a collection on the Nature website. The “gems” are all papers, published in Nature over the past decade or so, that demonstrate the enduring explanatory power of Darwinian natural selection. Examples are drawn from the fossil record, from extant organisms in natural and experimental habitats, and from molecular studies. The other images here — of (clockwise from top left) water fleas, Daphnia



© 2009 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved



magna; fledglings of the great tit, Parus major; sticklebacks, Gasterosteus aculeatus; and a garter snake of the species Thamnophis sirtalis — provide a taster of the subjects of other papers in the collection. The papers are free to download and disseminate, and each is accompanied by a brief editorial introduction to its context and ■ significance. See also Editorial, page 8.
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